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The present study analysed the movements of the athlete-hammer system in 
space, including phenomeno thot affect the functional course of the implement's 
circumferential velocity. The path of the spatial trajectory of the hammer head 
and pertinent anthropometric points were evaluated from the viewpoint of 
individual turns, the double ond single support phase, and the delivery. for 

seh throw the tongental and nurmol acceleration components and the forces
 
acting on the implement were studied. It was determined that the positive
 
factors, causing an increase in the velocity of the hammer head, included:
 

I. Vigorous leg action, with the feet continuously turning in a
 
uninterrupted manner and never held in a static double-support position.
 

2. The gradual temporal shortenting of the single-support phase to make the 
single 8nd dou.ble support phases of the last two turns uf equal length. 

3. The rotating of the trunk ahead of the pelvis, with a shift of the
 
center of the shoulder connecting line toward the right hip-joint.
 

4. The turning of the shoulder axis ahead of the hammer-wire axis. 
5. The vertical lifting uf the hip-joints against the direction of the
 

vertical mution of the grip and hammer head.
 
6. An obtuse angle, greater than 110 degrees, between the shoulder and
 

hammer-wire axis, with the highest possible position of the implement ranging
 
from 1.60 to 2.00 meters at the start of the delivery phase.
 

REVIEW Of LITERATURE 

Generally, pertinent literature agrees that during the hammer throw the 
velocity of the hammer-head is increased mainly during the double-support pha~~, 

when the implement is descending, with the pelvis axis leading the shoulder axi 
and the shoulder axis in turn leading the hammer-wire axis (6, 7, 5, 9, 1). The 
throw proper is executed with three or four turns, seperated by the right foot 
plant. However, there is disagreement about the instant when the turn begins. 
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Figure 1. Proje tion of the anthropometric points to a plan form ground plun. The 
positi n of POlIll M (point equidistant frum shoulder joints) is defined by means of a 
coorrlinate system X ,Y with the start 0 in the center of the ~:onnecting line of the 
ilip joints. 0<.. - angle between the shoulder axis and the axis of the hammer wire, rI'" 
unSlc' between should r axis and hip axis. 

Schmolinski (7) take. the beginning of the turn to be the right-fuot take-off, Arierl 
(I) assumes the turn starts with hammer head passing in the lowest position, ant..! 
Su anka (8, 9, 10, Il) starts the turn just b f r the first take-off of the right 

It is agreed that a gradual increase of the hammer velocity occurs throughout the 
of the turns and during the r I a e ph se, which starts with th moment the 
upport po Ition is assumed. Several authors 0, 11, 4), using diff rent 

appro ches have att mpt d to develop three-dim nsional recon tructions of the movement 
geom try. All of the abo e nalyses seem to uggest that the trajectory of the hammer 
mov m nt nd the upport phase do not necessarily limit the changes in the functional 
cours of the implement's circum fer ntial velocity. Acceleration may also occur in the 
single-support poaition while the hammer is rising. 

PROCEDURE 

The hammer throwers used in this study were competitors in the hammer throw of the 
first World Championships in Athletics held in Helsinki in 1983, and several other 
p rformers filmed ut international competitions. Two phase-locket..! Photo-Sonics 
Biomechanics 500 cameras were placed 15.00 m behind and 21.00 m to th right side of 
the throwers with both camera lens axis horizontal and intersecting in th centcr of 
th throwing circle 1.80 m above the surface of the circle and at 90.0 degrees to eccl, 
other. The cameras were operated with an exposure time of 1/2400 seconds and at 200 
fr _~l,es per second. 
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Figure 2. The trajectory of the hammer head (for timing see Tabe I & 2) 
t = right foot landing, f = right foot take-off 
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_ :... TlIUng (duration ot double and. .1.ngl. lIUPPort phaua) ot motion in the h&lDm8r throw - 3 turu 

... Pertormance 1st turn 2nd turn 3rd turn Delivery 
Double S1IIgl. Double Singl. Double B1IIgl. Double 

(m) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) 

SEDYXJl 85.60 0.69 0.26 0.28 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.27
 

TOMASZEWSKI 73.94 0.77 0.34 0.33 0.19 0.27 0.26
 

Tabl. 2. Timing (duration o! doUble and .ingle eupport phaees) o! motion in the hammer throw - 4 turne 

.... Per.!orma.nce 1st turn 2nd turn 3rd turn 4th turn Delivery 

Double Si"81e Double S1IIgle Double Bingle Double S1IIgle Double 

(m) (s) (.) (s) (.) (e) (.) (e) (a) (.) 

LITVINOV 82.68 0.79 0.)) 0.33 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.20 0.20 O.?) 

lIoXEliZIE 69.24 0.89 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.22 0.29 0.19 0.33 0.20 

I ~l 5EDYCH 79,22 m 
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C'igure 3. The hammer-head velocity VI (t). The vertical changes: hz ) ( t) C, of hammer, 

lz6 (t) center of rotation of left hip-joint. 
~	 doubl -support phase t::=:1 single-support phase 
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After a preliminary study, the following points were chosen for measurement and 
evaluation. All the points under scrutiny may be identified in figure I, wh·jch is a 
view of the hammer throw from above. Each point is identified by a number as follows: 
I. the Ilammer head center of mass(CM), 2. the grip CM, 3. the right shoulder joint, 4. 
the left shoulder joint (With 3-4 defined as the axis o~ the shoulders), 5. the right 
hip joint, 6. the left hip joint (with 5-6 defined as the axis of the pelvis), 7. the 
toes of the left foot, 8. the heel of the left foot, 9. the toes of the right foot, 10. 
the heel of the right foot (with 7-8 and 9-10 defined as the position of the left and 
right foot respectively). 

The coordinates of the points were digitized from the film of the two phase-locked 
cameras using a semi-automatic PCDlYanguard analyser, at 20.0 ms intervals. Subjective 
error for each frame was determined by repeated evaluation of that frame. The method of 
reconstructing the position of the points in space is des.cribed by Susanka and Diblik 
(8), with an example of three dimensional reconstruction in Figure 2. Vor smoothing 
datum the cubic spline was used. 

The throws analysed were from two groups of hammer throwers seperated by abi,lity. 
The lower ability group ranged in performance from 68.00 to 75.00 meters (m), while 
the high performance group ranged: from 79.00 to 86.00m. For purposes of generalization 
and Illustration a 79.22m throw by Y.Sedykh, from the World Championships was used. The 
performance of Sedykh seems to meet the demands for correct technique execution 
(Fig.3,4,5). Discussion refers to right handed throwers and, by definition, the start 
of the turn occurs just before the first take-off of the right foot. 
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figure 4. The position of the connecting line of the shoulder joints (Mi xi, yi) 
vis-a-vis the center of the connecting line of the hip joints and their axis. 

+xi = Slloulder motion against direction of hammer motion 
-xi = shoulder motion in direction of hammer motion 
+Yi = deflection of shoulders ahead of pelvis toward hammer 
-Yi = deflection of shoulders behind pelvis 

ot-(t) = see figure I. 
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The hammer head (hammer) a celeration occured 20 to 60 milliseconds(ms) b fo the 
doubl support positi nand 50 to 70 ms after achievin the maximum height. Th hammer 
was not ace lerated at the beginning of th descending path. elocity f the hammer, 
for a h turn, in rased within the range of .00 t 9.00 m/so On th oth r hand some 
ela It losses ranged between 4.00 to 7.00 m/so 

From a temp ral point of view the duration of the individual movement-cy les are 
shor er for th b St athl tes, I 0, in the last two turns before the delivery, the 
best athl tes had an equal or close 0 equal time for the double and single support 
pha e , while the double support phase was shorter than the single support phas for 
the other . thl tes (T bl I and 2). 

he m vement of the athl te's trunk changed with the technique of the throw. There 
wer changes In the shoulder axis as illustrated in Figure I and 4. Almost throughout 
the throw the thletes lead with the hip (with the pelvis turned slightly more than the 
shoulder axis in th direction of the throw). This positive angle of the pelvis, in the 
directIOn of the throw, was present during all but a 50 to 70 ms interval while the 
hammer w s at its lowest point, at which time the angle of the pelvis was slightly 
negative. Th angle of the pelvis w s also slightly negative during the final phase of 
the r I ase. ccel ration of the h mmer increased during each double support phase as 
the shoulder axis was shifted ahead of the pelvis axis. On the other hand acceleration 
of th hammer d reas d when the function of x(t)(Fig.4) wus decreasing or, in other 
words, when the angle betwe n the shoulder axis and direction of hammer wire decreased, 
hammer acceleration decreased. DUring this time the pelvis moved ahead of the shoulders 
in pr p ration for the next double support phose, or one could say that the sholders 
moved or were defle ted behind the pelvis, y(t}(Fig.4). 
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igur 5. h tangental for e F (t) and the normal force Fn(t) dUring the last two turns 
and the d livery. 



The hammer head accelerated whenever the ungle betwe_en the shoulder axi,s and the 
direction of the wire exceeded 90.0 degrees. The shoulders lead the hammer wire by as 
much as 110.0 degrees during each rotation cycle and as much as 116.0 degrees during 
the delivery ;:>h:1se (~ig.l). Some athletes accelerated the hammer during ItS rising 
path, while I" ;_. sill:::;I.~ support phase, with the pelvis ahead of the shoulder~ unci th2 
function x(t) ',:l(·~\!r..sin: (Fig 4). 

The ham,.~i'r ,','''-5 accelerated as the body Cv. was raised from 0.20 to v.~(; ..; durinj each 
turn (Fig.3). Tile LJt;tler athletes had a gre8ter body CIV] fluctuation during each tun,. 
The normal force of the hammer (the force at 90.0 degrees to the shoulder axis) was 
increased during the double support phase and the first part of the single support 
phase of each turn. The tangental force (in or agatrlst the direction of the hammer) '.vas 
of a much smaller magnitude, fluctuating to approximate highs (in a positive and 
negative direction) of 500.00 N (Fig.5). 

The nature of the delivery phase of the hammer throw was determined by three 
variables, at the instant the right foot landed for the final support. These vtlriabl 
are: (1) the vertical pOSition of the hammer; (2) the position of the hammer in 
relation to the shoulder axis; and (3) the position of the shoulder axis in 
relationship to the pelvis aXIs. l'vleasuremenrs and analysis indicated that the most 
f::lvorllblt> set of the above mentioned variables was a delivery in which the hammer was 
IoW, the shoulder Clxis WClS well ahead of the direction of the hammer wire, and the 
pelvis a.':is was well ahead of the shoulders axis (up to 30.0 degrees). 

Aside from the above, other pOints may be of practical value to the teacher, coach 
and athlete. It seems that the path of the hammer head during the throw should take the 
longest path possible, ranging between 3.60 to 4.20m of plan form distance for the best 
throwers. The vertical lift should increase gradually, reachiong a superelevatiun 
position of 2.00 tp 2.80m. Acceleration of the hammer should occur before the double 
support phase while the hammer is descending. In the last two turns, the double and 
single support phases should be of equal length and of continuous smooth motion. Also, 
the better hammer throwers seem to have a longer delivery phase, lasting from 10 to 40 
ms longer than that of throwers of a lower ability. 
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